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 INTRODUCTION 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) are preparing an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for a proposed highway express lanes (ELs) project along the “top end” 
perimeter of Interstate 285 (I-285)/State Route (SR) 407 in the north Atlanta Metropolitan (metro) area. The I-285 Top 
End Express Lanes project would include barrier-separated ELs along the I-285 top end corridor and SR 400. While 
studied as one project in the EIS, the project would be constructed in two phases: I-285 Top End West and I-285 Top 
End East. The I-285 Top End West section would include ELs in both directions from Paces Ferry Road (Exit 18) to 
SR 400. The I-285 Top End East section would include ELs in both directions from Henderson Road to SR 400, and 
along SR 400 from south of Glenridge Connector north to the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) 
North Springs Station. System-to-system connections are proposed with existing EL systems at I-75 Northwest 
Corridor (NWC) and at I-85 ELs (see Section 1.2 Project Description for additional details).  

The following sections begin with a brief overview of the 
managed lanes systems and policy for context, followed by the 
demonstrated needs to improve reliability of trip times, improve 
regional connectivity, and provide an accelerated delivery 
schedule. Express lanes are a form of managed lanes in which 
drivers can choose to pay a fee to receive a more reliable trip 
time. To support GDOT’s purpose in undertaking this project, the 
discussion includes background on the proposed project, 
planning studies leading to its development, existing and future 
traffic conditions, and the proposed project limits. 

The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) and GDOT have 
recognized that traditional highway expansion will no longer 
adequately support increasing highway travel demands. 
Furthermore, expansions of this type are costly and difficult to 
implement due to physical limitations of acquiring right-of-way 
(ROW) in densely developed urban areas. To address the need 
for congestion relief and travel time savings, in 2010 GDOT proposed a managed lane system with dynamic pricing. In 
addition, the Georgia State Transportation Board (GSTB) adopted lane management policies to construct new capacity 
lanes as managed lanes in June 2007. These policies include the following: 

• Construct new capacity lanes as managed lanes within limited access corridors in the Atlanta metro area; 

• Support reliable travel in the managed lanes; and,  

Dynamic Pricing 

Rates on any express lane (EL) are 
based on a dynamic pricing format, 
which increases the price during 
peak travel times and decreases the 
price during off-peak times. 
Dynamic pricing facilitates reliable 
trip times for drivers using the ELs as 
well as transit vehicles, which may 
use the ELs at no cost. Dynamic 
pricing controls traffic volume and 
average speeds on the EL, thus 
providing a more reliable trip time.  
 

Managed lanes are highway facilities or a set of lanes where the flow of traffic is managed 
by restricting vehicle eligibility, limiting facility access, and/or collecting variably priced 
fees and where operational strategies are proactively implemented and managed in 
response to changing conditions. 

The benefit of managed lanes is the ability to increase throughput and provide reliable 
travel times for motorists along congested roadways. Although ELs are a type of managed 
lanes, for purposes of the proposed project, express lanes (ELs) is the preferred terminology 
in this document. 
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• Implement different management factors (eligibility, pricing, and accessibility) in a system-wide plan and 
adapt each concept to individual corridor needs. 

The U.S. Census Bureau reported an approximate population of 5.3 million in the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell 
Metropolitan Statistical Area1 (MSA) in 2010 and an estimated population of approximately 5.9 million as of July 
1, 2018.2 The total population change from 2010 and 2018 in the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell MSA represents 
an approximate 12.2-percent increase, or nearly 650,000 additional residents moving to the Atlanta metro area. 
The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) population forecasts for the 20-county3 Atlanta region indicate the 
population will reach approximately 8.3 million by 2040.4 This increase in population will result in further 
deterioration to the Atlanta region’s already heavily congested transportation network. 

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND PLANNING CONTEXT 
The history and background of the I-285 Top End Express Lanes project are described in this section. Important 
milestones necessary to understand the current project include regional and state plans for managed lanes, the 
Transportation Funding Act (TFA) of 2015, and the resulting Major Mobility Investment Program (MMIP). 

1.1.1 Regional and State Plans for Managed Lanes System 
In the mid-2000s, the ARC and GDOT recognized the need for more reliable travel times on Atlanta’s existing 
interstates during peak travel periods. Acute congestion in the Atlanta metro area posed challenges to economic 
competitiveness and an acceptable quality of life. Traditional capacity expansion of roadways had become 
increasingly expensive, and over time the additional capacity could attract new users and ultimately result in a 
similarly congested transportation system. To address the need to improve travel times, the ARC and GDOT 
proposed a system of managed lanes to meet transportation consumers’ demand for reliable travel times, either 
through pricing, utilizing transit services on the managed lanes, participating in ride-sharing programs (i.e., 
vanpools or high-occupancy vehicle [HOV] users), or implementing some combination of these strategies. 
Accordingly, on June 21, 2007, the GSTB adopted policies to add new capacity lanes within limited access 
corridors as managed lanes, promote reliable mobility in the managed lanes, and utilize various management 
concepts specific to the individual corridor needs. Interstates are a primary type of limited access corridor and are 
the type that Georgia has targeted for ELs.  

Likewise, on June 27, 2007, the ARC adopted a Managed Lane Policy as guidance for decisions in development 
of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), as well as in future 
planning decisions. Guiding principles within ARC’s Managed Lanes Policy for the Atlanta Region include the 
use of congestion management in designing future managed lane systems, such as the efficient use of lane 
capacity and providing for acceptable and reliable trip times; use of management concepts such as pricing, 

                                                      
1 The Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell MSA is comprised of 29 counties, a map of which is available at: 
https://dch.georgia.gov/sites/dch.georgia.gov/files/Atlanta%20Service%20Area%20Map.pdf.  

2 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell MSA population estimates available here: https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2019/estimates-county-
metro.html.  

3 The ARC’s 20-County region is illustrated in the map available here: http://www.documents.atlantaregional.com/GISdocs/ARC_Regions_Map_Esize.pdf. 

4 The ARC’s Regional Snapshot, 20-County Forecasts: What the Future Holds available here: 
http://documents.atlantaregional.com/plan2040/bg/RS_June09_Forecast2040.pdf 

https://dch.georgia.gov/sites/dch.georgia.gov/files/Atlanta%20Service%20Area%20Map.pdf
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2019/estimates-county-metro.html
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2019/estimates-county-metro.html
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eligibility, or access; or any such combination. The Managed Lanes Policy also emphasizes a priority to expand 
transit operations in conjunction with new EL projects, considering transit operators would also utilize the 
managed lane system. 

In a joint resolution signed on March 26, 2008, the GSTB and the State Roads and Tollways Authority (SRTA) 
combined efforts to determine the operational and financial feasibility of regionally managing traffic congestion 
using occupancy and pricing to provide viable transportation options. In April 2009, the GSTB adopted a 
resolution to guide the future development of the proposed network of dynamically priced ELs. Dynamic pricing 
would be used to manage new ELs in a way that would achieve reliable travel times and the expansion of travel 
choices. More specifically, dynamic pricing would help maintain a desirable operating speed in the ELs.  

The GDOT’s 2010 Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan (MLSP) proposed a tiered approach that would 
provide a systematic implementation plan for ultimate completion of the regional system of managed lanes in the 
Atlanta metro area.5 Five separate tiers (Tiers 1-5) were developed using several criteria, including ease of 
implementation, recently completed or ongoing environmental analysis and design activities, the level of public 
financial contribution necessary to cover project costs, system connectivity, and regional equity.  

In 2015, the MLSP was updated to reflect funding constraints and knowledge gained by GDOT from recently 
implemented managed lane projects in other urban areas nationally. The MLSP update is called the Managed 
Lanes Implementation Plan (MLIP).6 The intent of the MLIP was to develop a cost-conscious, focused, and 
prioritized list of managed lane projects, which includes a private funding component but avoids the need to rely 
on long-term private financing agreements. The MLSP and MLIP were developed to study the potential effects of 
managed lanes on the existing transportation network, satisfy transportation planning requirements, and serve as 
the basis for a coordinated effort for the implementation of managed lanes within the Atlanta region. 

The MLIP used several factors in establishing an implementation plan for managed lanes in the Atlanta metro 
area. The approach included separating individual projects into distinct tiers (1-3) that would result in project 
recommendations for each corridor, from high priority (Tier 1) to low priority (Tier 3). These three tiers were 
utilized in the MLIP analysis as part of the needs identification process. The MLIP concluded that there were not 
sufficient resources available to construct the entire system simultaneously. In addition, some corridors identified 
had significant momentum in terms of recent or active design and/or environmental work, such as the I-285 Top 
End Express Lanes project that had its inception with a previous undertaking, the revive285 top end project, 
which also included improvements to the I-285 top end. By tiering projects, GDOT was able to focus on the most 
critical corridors first, allowing the regional transportation system to gradually expand to include a managed lane 
network. The proposed I-285 top end improvements were identified as a Tier 1 project due to the momentum and 
previously active design and studies including environmental. 

1.1.2 Transportation Funding Act of 2015 
In response to knowledge gained from managed lane projects around the country and to address the funding 
concerns for regional infrastructure, the state offered the TFA as a solution. In 2015, the State legislature passed 

                                                      
5 The Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan (GDOT, 2010) is available at: 
http://www.dot.ga.gov/BuildSmart/Studies/ManagedLanesDocuments/FINALREPORT.pdf. 

6 The Atlanta Regional Managed Lanes Implementation Plan is available at: http://www.dot.ga.gov/BuildSmart/Studies/Pages/MLIP.aspx.  

http://www.dot.ga.gov/BuildSmart/Studies/ManagedLanesDocuments/FINALREPORT.pdf
http://www.dot.ga.gov/BuildSmart/Studies/Pages/MLIP.aspx
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the TFA to provide much-needed funding to repair, improve, and expand the state’s transportation network 
through routine and capital improvement projects.  

 

Passage of the TFA in 2015 provided the dedicated funding to begin addressing major investments in Georgia’s 
transportation network. The GDOT worked with the Governor and the General Assembly to identify projects that 
had established existing needs and ensured meaningful, positive results. See Section 2.3 under the Project Needs 
for additional detail pertaining to the TFA. 

1.1.3 Major Mobility Investment Program Overview 
The broad objectives of the MLSP and MLIP system-wide plans were refined and detailed in response to the 
specific needs of the I-285 top end corridor, while maintaining overall consistency between system-wide and 
corridor-specific goals. The MMIP’s initial focus is 18 key improvement projects: three interchange projects; five 
EL projects; three highway widening projects; one commercial vehicles-only project; and six I-285 advanced 
improvement projects (see Exhibit 1-1 and Exhibit 1-2). Express lane projects represent the foundation of the 
MMIP because they are a new approach in combatting congestion throughout the region’s transportation network 
and a major portion of the MMIP funding. Combined with the existing I-75 NWC, I-85, and I-75 South Metro 
ELs,  the new EL projects would connect and expand the greater Atlanta metro area ELs system, which would 
facilitate traffic movement throughout the connected ELs system to the improved and reconstructed interchange 
projects, such as those at SR 400, I-285/I-20 West, and I-285/I-20 East, and thereby improve travel times and 
connectivity throughout the regional transportation network. 

The MMIP projects target key, congested corridors that, if left unaddressed, would negatively impact the 
movement of freight and people within Georgia and therefore limit economic growth. The MMIP system is 
intended to work together for greater regional benefit. The connectivity of the EL system would allow for more 
reliable trip times across regional destinations that encourage and support all users and benefit economic progress 
in the region. Collectively, the 18 projects would add capacity, provide operational improvements and 
efficiencies, and enhance mobility and safety to reduce congestion in key freight and passenger corridors in the 
state.
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EXHIBIT 1-1: MMIP PROJECT LOCATIONS 
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EXHIBIT 1-2: MMIP 1-285 ADVANCED IMPROVEMENT PROJECT LOCATIONS 
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Exhibit 1-3 displays the MMIP goals. The proposed I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would address the 
needs in local and regional planning initiatives, including the TFA, MLSP, MLIP, and RTP, and conform with the 
GSTB resolution. 

EXHIBIT 1-3: MMIP GOALS 

The Georgia Express Lanes (GEL) network is comprised of optional, dynamically priced ELs that complement 
existing interstate (I-75, I-85, and I-285) and highway (SR 400) facilities in severely congested corridors in the 
Atlanta metro area. 7 Once completed, the I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would become an addition to the 
GEL network, thereby expanding the region’s managed lanes network (see Exhibit 1-4). All ELs within the GEL 
network rely on dynamic pricing, with toll rates rising as demand increases during peak travel periods and falling 
during off-peak travel periods. Prices rise and fall to maintain performance (i.e., speed of 45 miles per hour 
[mph]). There is no cost to access EL facilities for state-registered public transit operators or passengers, 
vanpools, or emergency response vehicles. In addition to the EL projects under the MMIP, there are three 
additional long-range EL projects, including: 1) I-20 East Express Lanes project at the I-285/I-20 east interchange 
and would tie-in with the I-285 Eastside Express Lanes Project in east Atlanta metro area; 2) I-20 West Express 
Lanes project at the I-285/I-20 west interchange that would tie-in with the I-285 Westside Express Lanes in the 
west Atlanta metro area; and, (3) I-75 Gap Express Lanes that would tie-in with the existing I-75 South Metro 
Express Lanes and extend north to the I-285/I-75 interchange in south Atlanta metro area. These three long-range 
projects are included in the 2040 RTP. 8 

Completion of these major mobility projects is expected to result in a five-percent reduction in delay and travel 
times in critical transportation corridors by the year 2030.9 If these projects are not implemented, traffic 
congestion will continue to grow, thereby causing further degradation of the transportation network, impediment 
of the movement of freight operators and passenger vehicles, and increased traffic delays for all drivers. A five-
percent reduction in delays and travel times would bring noticeable benefits to the more than 250,000 vehicles per 
day (vpd) that travel the I-285 top end corridor.  

                                                      
7 Georgia Express Lanes network information available at: http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/GEL. 

8 Long-Range EL projects that will increase the GEL network are identified here: http://www.dot.ga.gov/DriveSmart/GEL/Documents/GEL/GELMap.pdf.  
9 The GDOT MMIP Webpage, first paragraph as of 08/01/2019, is available at: http://www.dot.ga.gov/IS/MMIP. 

18 projects open to traffic 
by 2032 

http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/GEL
http://www.dot.ga.gov/DriveSmart/GEL/Documents/GEL/GELMap.pdf
http://www.dot.ga.gov/IS/MMIP
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EXHIBIT 1-4: GEORGIA EXPRESS LANES NETWORK 

 

1.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The I-285 Top End Express Lanes project, divided into two smaller sections for the purpose of construction 
phasing (I-285 Top End West and I-285 Top End East), extends through portions of Cobb, Fulton, and DeKalb 
counties. The project area is part of the ten-county ARC region and spans several cities and unincorporated 
communities, such as Galleria/Cumberland, Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, Perimeter Center, and Embry Hills along 
the project corridor (see Exhibit 1-5).10 The I-285 top end corridor is part of the ARC-approved Regional 
Strategic Transportation System (RSTS) that consists of routes considered the most critically important in the 
region and is classified as a regional freight corridor and a priority corridor for mass transit implementation. 

 

 

                                                      
10 A map of the 10-County ARC is available at: http://www.documents.atlantaregional.com/GISdocs/ARC_Regions_Map_Esize.pdf.  

http://www.documents.atlantaregional.com/GISdocs/ARC_Regions_Map_Esize.pdf
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EXHIBIT 1-5: PROJECT LOCATION MAP 

 

The I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would be managed by GDOT and SRTA. Revenue collected by SRTA 
would be used for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the system. The proposed project is needed to 
improve connections between regional destinations through priced ELs that integrate with the greater metro 
Atlanta EL network or GEL. The revenue generated would not only help pay for the construction, operation, and 
maintenance, but the posted usage fee would help manage the ELs system to provide more reliable and 
predictable trip times for those who choose to travel in them. These newly constructed, barrier-separated lanes 
would be optional and managed by dynamic pricing, with the cost to access the lanes rising as demand increases 
during peak hours and decreases during non-peak hours. The cost to access the lanes would be clearly displayed 
on electronic EL signs so users will know the cost of their trip prior to entering the lanes. To use the ELs, drivers 
must register and obtain a Peach Pass transponder through SRTA. Once affixed to their vehicle windshield, the 
Peach Pass would automatically deduct the correct fee for each trip in the ELs. 
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1.2.1 Existing Conditions 
Under the existing condition, the I-285 roadway varies between three lanes to seven lanes in each direction along 
the I-285 top end. In addition to the general purpose (GP) lanes, an auxiliary lane exists in both directions 
between the following interchanges: I-285/I-75 and New Northside Drive; Roswell Road and I-285/SR 400; 
Ashford Dunwoody Road and Chamblee Dunwoody Road; North Peachtree Road and Peachtree Industrial 
Boulevard; and Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and Buford Highway. The existing typical section along the I-285 
GP lanes has a lane width of 12 feet, an inside shoulder width of approximately 6 feet, and an outside shoulder 
width of 14 feet (120 feet paved). The speed limit along the I-285 top end corridor is variable up to a maximum of 
65 mph and is controlled by variable speed limit (VSL) signs. The existing ROW ranges from 300 to 750 feet. 

1.2.2 Proposed Project Improvements 
The proposed project would include barrier-separated ELs in each direction along 18.0 miles of I-285 from just 
south of Paces Ferry Road (Exit 18) to Henderson Road and along 3.5 miles of SR 400 from south of the 
Glenridge Connector to the vicinity of the North Springs MARTA Station. Additionally, the project would 
provide system-to-system connectivity by tying into the existing I-75 NWC EL and I-85 EL systems. Including 
ramp connections, the project covers a total of 22.5 miles of EL improvements. The proposed number of ELs 
would be as follows (see Exhibit 1-6): 

• Along I-285, one EL in each direction from the western terminus for 2.75 miles to the I-75/I-285 
interchange, where it then transitions to two ELs in each direction.  

• From the I-75/I-285 interchange to the I-85/I-285 interchange, two ELs in each direction.  

• From the I-85/I-285 interchange to the eastern terminus of the project for 1.85 miles along I-285, tapering 
to one EL in each direction.  

• Along SR 400, one EL in each direction from south of Glenridge Connector to the I-285/SR 400 
interchange and two ELs in each direction from the I-285/SR 400 interchange to the North Springs 
MARTA Station.  
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EXHIBIT 1-6: PROPOSED EXPRESS LANEAGE AND CONNECTIONS
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1.2.3 Proposed Express Lane Access Points 
The proposed project would continue the SRTA policy of separating GP access from EL access points. The final 
access point locations are not currently known but would be investigated and determined during the alternatives 
analysis. In addition, stakeholder outreach and public participation also play a role in refining access locations. 

Access points would be recommended based on multiple factors that include: 

• Traffic demand; 

• Functional classification of the access location; 

• Availability or potential for Park-and-Ride facilities; 

• Proximity to town centers or activity centers; 

• Spacing that allows access for capture of potential users; 

• Future land use compatibility; and  

• Access location conditions (i.e., ROW, ease of implementation). 

As the EL corridor advances through concept development and design, other criteria would be considered for 
access point locations, including: 

• Safety; 

• Areas of congestion in the mainline; 

• Traffic operations; 

• Interchange spacing (GP vs. EL access); 

• ROW impacts; and 

• Environmental constraints. 
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 PROJECT NEED AND PURPOSE 
As introduced above, the planning basis for the project is documented in local and regional planning initiatives, 
including the 2010 Atlanta MLSP, 2015 TFA, 2015 MLIP, and 2040 RTP. The needs for the proposed project and 
the corresponding project purposes are summarized below and described in more detail in Sections 2.1 through 
2.3. 

 

 Summary of Needs Corresponding Project Purposes 

 Trip times on the I-285 top end 
corridor are anticipated to 
become more unreliable in the 
future as traffic volumes and 
corresponding delays increase (see 
Section 2.1). 

Provide reliable trip times for 
commuters 
 

 
The existing EL network is missing a 
connection in this part of Atlanta, 
which creates interruptions in driver 
route options (see Section 2.2). 

Improve regional accessibility and 
connectivity through priced ELs 
that integrate with the greater 
metro Atlanta EL network 

 

Delayed solutions to the current 
and future traffic concerns will be 
inconsistent with TFA legislation (see 
Section 2.3). 

Accelerate project delivery 
following the TFA legislation in 
response to the urgency of traffic 
conditions 

 

2.1 RELIABLE TRIP TIMES FOR COMMUTERS 
The I-285 top end corridor experiences substantial roadway congestion, which results in unreliable trip times. 
This congestion is attributed to high travel demand within the corridor, weaving, interchange bottlenecks, 
reduction in travel lane usability due to vehicle crashes, or other unexpected events.11 The multiple movements, 
both planned and unexpected, add friction to the corridor that compounds the congestion caused by high demand. 

Within the existing I-285 top end corridor, all single-occupancy vehicles (SOVs), high-occupancy vehicles 
(HOVs), transit operators, and emergency response vehicles (e.g., SRTA-operated bus operators, vanpools, 
GDOT’s Highway Emergency Response Operators [HERO], etc.) use the same GP lanes. The project corridor 
provides no lane alternatives for carpools, transit, or ride-sharing. Therefore, no travel speed or travel-time 
advantages are gained by ride-sharing or using transit. By adding a dynamically priced option, the proposed 
project would provide an alternative that would improve the reliability of trip times for commuters in the ELs. 

                                                      
11 Freeway Management and Operations Handbook. FHWA, January 2011 is available at: 
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freewaymgmt/publications/frwy_mgmt_handbook/revision/jan2011/mgdlaneschp8/sec8.htm. 

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freewaymgmt/publications/frwy_mgmt_handbook/revision/jan2011/mgdlaneschp8/sec8.htm
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To understand travel time and traffic conditions at the regional and corridor levels, several types of analysis have 
been conducted as described in the following sections: 

• Section 2.1.1: Analyzing traffic projections to compare traffic volumes for existing and future year 
conditions, with and without the proposed ELs 

• Section 2.1.2: Examining the Level of Service (LOS) on the GP lanes for existing and future (design) 
years, with and without the proposed ELs 

• Section 2.1.3: Evaluating a five-year trend of trip time reliability in the project corridor 

• Appendix: Supplemental data from the ARC including estimates of travel times and percent changes from 
No-Build to Build scenarios for both EL and GP traffic 

Traffic analyses for the No-Build scenario assume all projects programmed in the RTP (including other 
programmed EL projects and AIP projects identified in the MMIP) are constructed except for the proposed 
project. The Build scenario adds the proposed project to represent the traffic effects after the traffic benefits 
included in the No-Build scenario have already been captured.   

In the following discussion, accessibility refers to the ability for drivers to effectively access regional activity 
centers. When referring to connectivity, the emphasis is on system-to-system EL use to and from the proposed 
project. Given the size of the metro Atlanta region and its land use patterns, the two concepts are considered in 
tandem where EL connectivity would affect choices to use activity centers across longer distances within the 
region. 

2.1.1 Traffic Projections 
A primary source of analysis for all MMIP projects is the ARC’s current Travel Demand Model (TDM), which 
covers the entire Atlanta metro area. The ARC TDM provides travel demand information using existing and 
forecasted socioeconomic/demographic data. The TDM provides peak traffic data for the AM and PM four-hour 
peak periods. Since this data covers the entire region, more detailed peak-hour traffic analysis also is necessary. 
Analyses have been completed based on growth rates from the TDM, which were applied to project-level traffic 
forecasts of future conditions. The analyses were conducted for the following:  

• Existing conditions—The traffic modeling and analyses use 2019 data for existing conditions. 

• Open Year—The near-term future conditions use 2032 as the year when the project opens to traffic.  

• Design Year—The longer-range future conditions are 20 years after the open year, or 2052. 

2.1.1.1 ANNUAL AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC 
Existing year, open year, and design year annual average daily traffic (AADT) estimates for GP and collector-
distributor (CD) lanes are listed in Exhibit 2-1. Since future No-Build and Build scenarios include large CD 
roadway systems along I-285, combined AADT is reported for GP and CD lanes to reflect the demand on the 
system. Under existing traffic conditions, AADT along the project corridor averages 241,000 vehicles per day 
(vpd). By the design year under the future No-Build condition, AADT along the project corridor is expected to 
average 300,000 vpd, which represents a 24-percent increase over existing year volumes. Further examination of 
No-Build AADT estimates in Exhibit 2-1 show that every segment along the top end of I-285 from Atlanta Road 
to Lavista Road experiences an increase in volume from current conditions through the design year of 2052, 
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straining an already congested roadway system. Within the project area, demand on these GP and CD lanes is 
reduced with the addition of ELs. 

EXHIBIT 2-1: I-285 TOP END EXISTING, NO-BUILD, AND BUILD GP+CD AADT 

Road Segment (I-285 between) 

Existing No-Build Build No-Build Build 

 
Open 
Year 

 Open 
Year 

Design 
Year 

Design 
Year 

GP+CD GP+CD GP+CD GP+CD GP+CD 
AADT AADT AADT AADT AADT 

South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits)* 153,000 158,000 160,000 194,000 202,000 

Atlanta Road and Paces Ferry Road* 174,000 182,000 185,000 223,000 234,000 

Paces Ferry Road and Cobb Parkway 195,000 226,000 210,000 278,000 262,000 

Cobb Parkway and I-75 218,000 253,000 239,000 311,000 298,000 

I-75 and Northside Parkway 240,000 267,000 236,000 297,000 263,000 

New Northside Parkway and Riverside Drive 259,000 290,000 259,000 326,000 292,000 

Riverside Drive and Roswell Road 255,000 285,000 259,000 320,000 292,000 

Roswell Road and Glenridge Connector 256,000 287,000 261,000 322,000 294,000 

Glenridge Connector and SR 400 233,000 259,000 235,000 290,000 265,000 

SR 400 and Peachtree Dunwoody Road 244,000 267,000 235,000 292,000 252,000 
Peachtree Dunwoody Road and Ashford 
Dunwoody Road 272,000 299,000 267,000 330,000 290,000 
Ashford Dunwoody Road and Chamblee 
Dunwoody Road 268,000 295,000 263,000 324,000 285,000 
Chamblee Dunwoody Road and North 
Peachtree Road 230,000 252,000 219,000 274,000 234,000 
North Peachtree Road and Peachtree 
Industrial Boulevard 259,000 284,000 252,000 313,000 272,000 

Peachtree Industrial Blvd and Buford Highway 255,000 280,000 247,000 307,000 267,000 

Buford Highway and I-85 274,000 302,000 271,000 333,000 293,000 

I-85 and Chamblee Tucker Road 212,000 238,000 212,000 268,000 230,000 

Chamblee Tucker Road and Northlake Pkwy 207,000 218,000 219,000 245,000 238,000 

Northlake Parkway and Lavista Road 197,000 206,000 206,000 231,000 224,000 

South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 209,000 220,000 220,000 247,000 239,000 
Average AADT  
(south of Paces Ferry Road to Henderson Road) 241,000 266,000 242,000 300,000 271,000 
GP = General Purpose Lanes 
CD = Collector/Distributor Lanes 
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic      

*The slight increase in Build AADT compared to No-Build west of the project limits will be reviewed during detailed traffic analyses to 
assure any potential traffic impacts are addressed where two EL projects meet with local access points. Traffic flow in peak periods would 
be managed through dynamic pricing of the ELs. Further discussion of traffic conditions at this location is included in Section 3.  
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In the Build scenarios, reductions in GP and CD AADT are due to the completion and integration of the 
additional proposed ELs. Exhibit 2-2 displays projected AADT for ELs by section. In the Open Year, 18,000 to 
53,000 AADT are forecast to utilize ELs. In the Design Year, this increases to 25,000 to 60,000 AADT. Most of 
these travelers would be existing I-285 GP users who would utilize the ELs for a faster, more reliable trip through 
the project corridor.  

EXHIBIT 2-2: EXPRESS LANE AADT BY INTERSTATE SEGMENTS 

Road Segment 
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Build EL 
AADT  

Open Year 

Build EL 
AADT  

Design 
Year 

South of Cumberland Parkway (outside project limits) 18,000 25,000 

Cumberland Parkway and Mt. Wilkinson Parkway  25,000 34,000 

Mt Wilkinson Parkway and Cumberland Boulevard  21,000 30,000 

Cumberland Boulevard and I-75  27,000 37,000 

I-75 and North of New Northside Drive  51,000 60,000 

North of New Northside Drive and SR 400 44,000 54,000 

SR 400 and Perimeter Center Parkway  53,000 57,000 

Perimeter Center Parkway and Cotillion/Savoy Drive EL Access 
Facing West  53,000 57,000 

Cotillion/Savoy Drive EL Access Facing West and Cotillion/Savoy 
Drive EL Access Facing East  48,000 53,000 

Cotillion/Savoy Drive EL Access Facing East and Flowers Road  52,000 56,000 

Flowers Road and New Peachtree Road  43,000 45,000 

New Peachtree Road and I-85  51,000 54,000 

I-85 and Henderson Mill Road 36,000 40,000 

South of Henderson Mill Road (outside project limits) 26,000 30,000 
Source: I-285 Top End Traffic Data, 2019 

 

Exhibit 2-3 indicates that within the Top End project corridor, GP AADT would change by a range of a 2-percent 
increase to a 13-percent decrease in the open year and a 5-percent increase to a 15-percent decrease in the design 
year in the EL build condition.  The I-285 Top End project limits (just south Paces Ferry Road to Henderson 
Road) would experience an average of a 10-percent decrease in traffic in the design year.  Increases in GP AADT 
that are observed at the western termini of the project (south of Paces Ferry Road) are most likely attributed to EL 
access/egress in the vicinity of the project termini. Additional traffic analyses will be conducted during the EIS 
and coordinated with the adjacent I-285 Westside Express Lanes project to address this area of traffic growth, as 
described in Section 3. 
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EXHIBIT 2-3: PERCENT CHANGE IN GP AADT VOLUMES IN BUILD CONDITION 

Road Segment 
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Open Year 
% Change 

Design Year  
 % Change 

in Volumes in Volumes 
(Build / 

No-Build) 
(Build / No-

Build) 
South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits)* 1% 4% 
Atlanta Road and Paces Ferry Road* 2% 5% 
Paces Ferry Road and Cobb Parkway -7% -6% 
Cobb Parkway and I-75 -6% -4% 
I-75 and Northside Parkway -12% -11% 
New Northside Parkway and Riverside Drive -11% -10% 
Riverside Drive and Roswell Road -9% -9% 
Roswell Road and Glenridge Connector -9% -9% 
Glenridge Connector and SR 400 -9% -9% 
SR 400 and Peachtree Dunwoody Road -12% -14% 
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd and Ashford Dunwoody Rd -11% -12% 
Ashford Dunwoody Rd and Chamblee Dunwoody Rd -11% -12% 
Chamblee Dunwoody Rd and North Peachtree Rd -13% -15% 
North Peachtree Rd and Peachtree Industrial Blvd -11% -13% 
Peachtree Industrial Blvd and Buford Highway -12% -13% 
Buford Highway and I-85 -10% -12% 
I-85 and Chamblee Tucker Road -11% -14% 
Chamblee Tucker Road and Northlake Pkwy 0% -3% 
Northlake Parkway and Lavista Road (east of limits) 0% -3% 
South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 0% -3% 
Average AADT  
(south of Paces Ferry Road to Henderson Road) -9% -10% 
Source: I-285 Top End Traffic Data, 2019  

*The projected growth in AADT for Build over No-Build conditions at the western project limits will be reviewed during detailed traffic 
analyses to assure any potential traffic impacts are addressed where two EL projects meet with local access points. Traffic flow in peak 
periods would be managed through dynamic pricing of the ELs. Further discussion of traffic conditions at this location is included in 
Section 3.  

2.1.2 Level-of-Service Analysis 
LOS is a primary measure of traffic operations used by GDOT to describe congestion and traffic flow on a 
roadway link. LOS ranges from LOS A with low levels of congestion to LOS F with high levels of congestion 
(see Exhibit 2-4). The GDOT Design Policy Manual and the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) provide guidance for design criteria to determine acceptable LOS within the 
I-285 top end corridor. The GDOT Design Policy Manual states that the minimum desirable LOS for facilities in 
heavily developed urban and suburban areas is LOS D, while LOS E and F are considered deficient. Benefits may 
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be demonstrated by an improvement in LOS (e.g., improve from LOS F to LOS E) or by an increase in roadway 
travel speed. LOS is measured in terms of density (passenger cars per mile per lane) for freeways such as I-285.  

EXHIBIT 2-4: LEVEL OF SERVICE 

 

Exhibits 2-5 through 2-8 list the mainline design hour volumes (DHV) and LOS for the project corridor for AM 
Eastbound (EB), AM Westbound (WB), PM EB, and PM WB, respectively for the existing and No-Build 
conditions. Under existing conditions, GP lanes along I-285 typically operate under LOS C or D conditions 
during the AM and PM peak periods.  This measure is strictly based on throughput capacity and does not consider 
merging/diverging/weaving operations.  Collector-distributor (CD) roadways, which play an important part in 
traffic operations in the corridor, experience more LOS F segments. Between existing and future No-Build 
scenarios (2032 and 2052), some GP sections experience improvement as CD roadways become available 
between Roswell Road and Ashford Dunwoody Road due to the completion of the I-285/SR 400 interchange 
reconstruction. However, as overall traffic increases, congestion increases. Multiple segments experience LOS E 
and F conditions in the No-Build scenario.  In the Build scenario, nearly every GP and CD segment experiences 
the same LOS or better when compared to No-Build.  The exception in the GP lanes is south of Paces Ferry Road 
in the AM Eastbound direction, which experiences increased demand due to the downstream ELs (ingress) slip 
ramp west of I-75. Based on this preliminary analysis, several CD roadway segments would experience increased 
demand/worse LOS in the Build scenario, due to the travel patterns shifting with the implementation of the ELs 
and associated access points. A more detailed traffic analysis will be conducted during the EIS to consider 
potential traffic impacts of the project at local access points and necessary improvements to mitigate them.  
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EXHIBIT 2-5: EXISTING, OPEN YEAR, DESIGN YEAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LOS – AM EASTBOUND 

Road Segment  
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Existing  No-Build Open Year Build Open Year No-Build Design Year Build Design Year 
GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway 

DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS 

South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits)* 5,100 C 0          -    5,500 C 0          -    5,600 C 0          -    6,100 D 0 
              
-    6,900 D 0 

              
-    

Atlanta Road and Paces Ferry Road* 6,000 C 0          -    6,600 D 0          -    6,700 D 0          -    7,400 E 0 
              
-    8,400 F 0 

              
-    

Paces Ferry Road and I-75 6,500 D 0          -    7,300 D 0          -    7,200 D 0          -    9,200 F 0 
              
-    9,000 F 0 

              
-    

I-75 and Roswell Road 8,600 C 0          -    9,700 C 0          -    9,200 C 0          -    11,300 D 0 
              
-    10,200 C 0 

              
-    

Roswell Road and GA 400 8,100 D 0          -    5,900 C 3,200  F  4,900 B 3,700  F  6,400 C 3,800  F  5,000 B 4,600  F  
GA 400 and Ashford Dunwoody Road 7,900 D 0          -    4,900 B 3,900  F  3,900 B 3,500  F  5,200 B 3,200  F  3,800 B 5,300  F  
Ashford Dunwoody Road and Peachtree Industrial 
Boulevard 6,300 C 0          -    6,900 C 0          -    6,300 C 0          -    7,400 C 0 

              
-    7,000 C 0 

              
-    

Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and Buford Highway 7,300 C 0          -    8,100 D 0          -    7,500 C 0          -    8,800 D 0 
              
-    8,400 D 0 

              
-    

Buford Highway and I-85 4,900 D 2,900  F  5,200 D 3,400  F  4,500 C 3,500  F  5,800 E 3,600  F  5,300 D 3,700  F  
I-85 and Lavista Road 5,400 D 0          -    5,800 E 0          -    5,800 E 0 0 6,500 F 0 0 6,700 F 0 0 

South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 5,500 C 0          -    5,700 C 0          -    6,000 C 0          -    6,500 D 0 
              
-    7,100 D 0 

              
-    

DHV Source: I-285 Top End Express Lanes Traffic Data, 2019. Top End Traffic 
LOS Threshold Source: FDOT 2012 Generalized Service Volume Tables 
*The projected DHV volumes and LOS for Build compared to No-Build conditions at the western project limits will be reviewed during detailed traffic analyses to assure any potential traffic impacts are addressed. The traffic flow at the local access points from the adjoining EL projects 
would be managed through dynamic pricing of the ELs, which are not considered in the modeled conditions. Further discussion of traffic conditions at this location is included in Section 3.  

EXHIBIT 2-6: EXISTING, OPEN YEAR, DESIGN YEAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LOS – AM WESTBOUND 

Road Segment  
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Existing  No-Build Open Year Build Open Year No-Build Design Year Build Design Year 
GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway 

DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS 

South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 5,900 C 0          -    6,200 D 0          -    6,000 C 0          -    7,100 D 0 
              
-    6,800 D 0 

              
-    

Lavista Road and I-85 6,600 D 0          -    7,100 D 0          -    6,700 D 0          -    8,000 E 0 
              
-    7,400 E 0 

              
-    

I-85 and Buford Highway 5,900 C 1,700  C  6,400 C 2,100  C  5,400 B 2,100  C  6,900 C 1,500  C  5,300 B 2,400  C  

Buford Highway and Peachtree Industrial Boulevard 6,700 B 0          -    7,300 B 0          -    6,300 B 0          -    8,000 C 0 
              
-    6,400 B 0 

              
-    

Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and Ashford Dunwoody 
Road 8,400 D 0          -    9,300 E 0          -    8,200 D 0          -    10,100 E 0 

              
-    8,400 D 0 

              
-    

Ashford Dunwoody Road and GA 400 8,633 D 0          -    5,400 B 3,900  F  4,000 B 4,300  F  5,900 C 4,300  F  3,600 B 4,900  F  
GA 400 and Roswell Road 7,600 C 0          -    4,700 B 3,700  F  3,600 B 4,100  F  5,100 B 4,200  F  3,400 B 5,300  F  

Roswell Road and I-75 7,900 D 0          -    8,900 D 0          -    8,000 D 0          -    9,800 E 0 
              
-    8,900 D 0 

              
-    

I-75 and Paces Ferry Road 6,300 D 0          -    7,500 E 0          -    6,100 D 0          -    6,800 D 2,600  F  6,300 D 2,800  F  

Paces Ferry Road and Atlanta Road 4,800 B 0          -    5,200 B 0          -    5,200 B 0          -    6,100 C 0 
              
-    6,800 C 0 

              
-    

South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits) 4,500 B 0          -    4,700 C 0          -    4,700 C 0          -    5,700 C 0 
              
-    6,400 D 0 

              
-    

DHV Source: I-285 Top End Express Lanes Traffic Data, 2019. Top End Traffic 
LOS Threshold Source: FDOT 2012 Generalized Service Volume Tables 
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EXHIBIT 2-7: EXISTING, OPEN YEAR, DESIGN YEAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LOS – PM EASTBOUND 

Road Segment  
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Existing  No-Build Open Year Build Open Year No-Build Design Year Build Design Year 
GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway 

DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS 

South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits) 5,000 C 0          -    5,200 C 0          -    5,100 C 0          -    6,300 D 0 
              
-    6,400 D 0 

              
-    

Atlanta Road and Paces Ferry Road 5,500 C 0          -    5,800 C 0          -    5,700 C 0          -    7,000 D 0 
              
-    7,200 D 0 

              
-    

Paces Ferry Road and I-75 6,700 D 0          -    7,400 E 0          -    7,100 D 0          -    9,500 F 0 
              
-    8,700 F 0 

              
-    

I-75 and Roswell Road 7,400 B 0          -    8,400 C 0          -    7,900 B 0          -    9,300 C 0 
              
-    8,500 C 0 

              
-    

Roswell Road and GA 400 6,900 C 0          -    5,800 C 2,000  C  4,800 B 2,500  F  6,200 C 2,300  D  4,600 B 3,200  F  
GA 400 and Ashford Dunwoody Road 8,200 D 0          -    5,700 C 3,200  F  4,600 B 3,300  F  6,100 C 3,700  F  4,500 B 3,700  F  
Ashford Dunwoody Road and Peachtree Industrial 
Boulevard 7,600 C 0          -    8,400 D 0          -    7,400 C 0          -    9,300 E 0 

              
-    7,500 C 0 

              
-    

Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and Buford Highway 6,300 C 0          -    6,900 C 0          -    5,900 C 0          -    7,500 C 0 
              
-    5,900 C 0 

              
-    

Buford Highway and I-85 3,600 C 3,600  F  4,200 C 3,700  F  3,300 B 3,800  F  4,800 D 3,900  F  3,300 B 3,800  F  
I-85 and Lavista Road 5,300 D 0          -    5,600 E 0          -    5,300 D 0 0 6,500 F 0 0 5,900 E 0 0 

South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 5,900 C 0          -    5,900 C 0          -    5,900 C 0          -    6,800 D 0 
              
-    6,600 D 0 

              
-    

DHV Source: I-285 Top End Express Lanes Traffic Data, 2019. Top End Traffic 
LOS Threshold Source: FDOT 2012 Generalized Service Volume Tables 

EXHIBIT 2-8: EXISTING, OPEN YEAR, DESIGN YEAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LOS – PM WESTBOUND 

Road Segment  
(I-285 Express Lanes Between Segments) 

Existing  No-Build Open Year Build Open Year No-Build Design Year Build Design Year 
GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway GP CD Roadway 

DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS DHV LOS 

South of Lavista Road (outside project limits) 5,800 C 0          -    6,200 D 0          -    6,400 D 0          -    6,900 D 0 
              
-    7,200 D 0 

              
-    

Lavista Road and I-85 5,600 C 0          -    6,000 C 0          -    6,100 D 0          -    6,800 D 0 
              
-    6,700 D 0 

              
-    

I-85 and Buford Highway 6,700 C 1,100  C  7,200 C 1,200  C  6,500 C 1,300  C  7,700 D 1,500  C  7,000 C 1,500  C  

Buford Highway and Peachtree Industrial Boulevard 7,300 B 0          -    7,900 B 0          -    7,300 B 0          -    8,600 C 0 
              
-    7,900 B 0 

              
-    

Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and Ashford Dunwoody 
Road 6,800 C 0          -    7,400 C 0          -    6,700 C 0          -    8,000 D 0 

              
-    7,200 C 0 

              
-    

Ashford Dunwoody Road and GA 400 7,400 C 0          -    5,300 B 2,700  C  4,000 B 3,100  C  5,800 C 2,900  C  4,000 B 3,700  F  
GA 400 and Roswell Road 7,200 C 0          -    4,900 B 3,100  C  4,400 B 3,600  D  5,300 B 3,800  F  4,000 B 4,000  F  

Roswell Road and I-75 7,800 D 0          -    8,700 D 0          -    7,400 C 0          -    9,900 E 0 
              
-    8,200 D 0 

              
-    

I-75 and Paces Ferry Road 5,900 C 0          -    6,800 D 0          -    5,500 C 0          -    6,000 C 2,800  F  5,400 C 3,100  F  

Paces Ferry Road and Atlanta Road 5,300 B 0          -    5,600 B 0          -    5,700 C 0          -    6,600 C 0 
              
-    7,000 C 0 

              
-    

South of Atlanta Road (outside project limits) 4,700 C 0          -    4,900 C 0          -    4,800 C 0          -    5,700 C 0 
              
-    5,900 C 0 

              
-    

DHV Source: I-285 Top End Express Lanes Traffic Data, 2019. Top End Traffic 
LOS Threshold Source: FDOT 2012 Generalized Service Volume Tables 
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2.1.3 Travel Time Reliability 
Under current conditions with the corridor only being comprised of GP lanes and a few CD segments, travel times 
for any user (SOV, HOV, bus transit, emergency medical service vehicles, etc.) along the corridor are not reliable, 
as all lanes are subject to intermittent congestion and recurring delay, especially during peak travel periods. Travel 
time reliability is a measure of how consistent travel conditions are from day-to-day, which impacts how drivers 
must plan for trips during peak travel times. Drivers in the Atlanta region are accustomed to congestion during 
peak hours and usually allow extra time to complete trips. However, inconsistency in travel times (unreliability), 
disrupts trip planning for motorists in the region. The FHWA Office of Operations defines indicators for travel 
time reliability, including Travel Time Index (TTI) and Buffer Index (BI). These two indicators are described as 
follows. 

The Travel Time Index (TTI) is the ratio of travel time in the peak period to the travel time at free-flow 
conditions. In other words, it measures how much longer a given trip takes during the peak periods with respect to 
the off-peak or free-flowing hours of the day. This measure is computed for the AM peak period and PM peak 
period on weekdays. Averages across urban areas, road sections, and time periods are weighted by vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT) using volume estimates derived from FHWA's Highway Performance Monitoring System 
(HPMS). TTI is based on a 95th percentile travel time; therefore, it represents the extra time a traveler should 
allow to arrive on time 95 percent of all trips. In plain numbers, a 95-percent reliability indicator roughly 
translates to being late only one weekday per month. The TTI ratio is expressed as a multiplier of the off-peak 
time. For example, 1.65 represents a 65-percent increase for peak travel time and 3.05 represents an increase of 
205 percent compared to off-peak times. 

To evaluate TTI, trip data from 76 available sites along the I-285 Top End project length (Exhibit 2-9) was used 
and organized in the general eastbound and general westbound directions12. Data was averaged for every Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday (typical weekdays) for each year of the most current five-year period available (2012 
through 2016) for a 24-hour period. The following tables summarize the progression of TTI for the eastbound and 
westbound directions of I-285 Top End from 2012 to 2016, for the AM and PM peaks, respectively. 

EXHIBIT 2-9: TRAVEL TIME INDEX – AM PEAK PERIOD 

Exhibit 2-9 indicates that during the morning peak, trips in 
the westbound direction took about 65 percent more time 
in congested conditions than at free-flow speed 
(uncongested conditions) in 2012, and about 84 percent 
more time in 2016. In the eastbound direction, trips took 
39 percent more time in 2012 and about 63 percent more 
time in 2016. 

 

 

                                                      
12 National Performance Management Research Data Set, 5-Year Period 2012-2016, Federal Highway Administration. 

Years I-285 Top End Direction 

Westbound Eastbound 

2012 1.65 1.39 

2013 1.78 1.48 

2014 1.84 1.58 

2015 1.81 1.58 

2016 1.84 1.63 
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EXHIBIT 2-10: TRAVEL TIME INDEX – PM PEAK PERIOD 

The afternoon peak performed much worse as shown in Exhibit 2-10. Trips in the westbound direction took about 
69 percent more time in congested conditions than at free-flow speed in 2012, but about 143 percent more time in 

2016. In the eastbound direction, trips in 2012 were taking 101 percent 
more time in congested conditions, increasing to about 205 percent 
more time in 2016.  

These same statistics are graphically depicted in Exhibit 2-11 and 
Exhibit 2-12 (for AM and PM peaks, respectively) and again show that 
while travel time reliability in the AM peak period has degraded at a 
slower pace in the five-year period (with westbound direction being the 
worst), the PM peak reliability did so at a much more aggressive pace, 
particularly for the eastbound direction of the I-285 top end. 

 

 

EXHIBIT 2-11: TRAVEL TIME INDEX GRAPH – AM PEAK PERIOD 
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EXHIBIT 2-12: TRAVEL TIME INDEX GRAPH – PM PEAK PERIOD 

 

The Buffer Index (BI) represents the time cushion (extra buffer time) that most travelers add to their average 
travel time when planning trips to ensure on-time arrival. This extra time is added to account for any unexpected 
delay. The buffer index is expressed in decimals to represent a percentage, and its value increases as reliability 
gets worse. For example, a BI of 0.40 (40 percent) means that for a 20-minute average travel time, a traveler 
should budget an additional 8 minutes (20 mins × 0.40 = 8 minutes) to ensure on-time arrival most of the time. As 
with the TTI, the BI is also formulated using a 95th percentile travel time and was analyzed using the same data 
that was used for TTI analysis. 

EXHIBIT 2-13: BUFFER INDEX - DAILY VALUES 

In 2012, travelers added less than 50 percent (between 41 percent 
and 44 percent depending on the direction) to their typical travel 
time to account for unexpected delays. As listed in Exhibit 2-13, 
the unreliability of travel time in 2016 forced drivers to almost 
double their trip time (between 87 percent and 98 percent 
depending on the direction). The BI trend across the years is 
shown in Exhibit 2-14. 
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EXHIBIT 2-14: BUFFER INDEX GRAPH - DAILY VALUES 

 

In terms of specific times of day, the situation worsened more during the PM peak period than during the AM 
peak period. The peak periods used for the analysis are: 6:00 AM to 10:00 AM and 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM. Exhibit 
2-15 and Exhibit 2-16 show the Buffer Index for each period, AM and PM, respectively. 

EXHIBIT 2-15: BUFFER INDEX – AM PEAK VALUES 

During the AM peak period, from 2012 to 2016, the BI increased 
from 68 percent to 98 percent in the westbound direction, whereas 
in the eastbound, it increased from 42 percent to 73 percent. 
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EXHIBIT 2-16: BUFFER INDEX – PM PEAK VALUES 

During the PM peak, the time cushion in 2012 was worse than 
AM times (BI of 94 percent in the westbound direction and 145 
percent in the eastbound direction), and the conditions 
substantially worsened by 2016 (BI of 215 percent in the 
westbound, and 277 percent in the eastbound). 

The results in Exhibit 2-16 mean that the time cushion required 
for a commuter driving eastbound on I-285 within the top end to 
be late only one day a month (95th percentile reliability) is about 
three times (2.77) the actual trip time during the PM peak. 

 

These two indices provide an objective measurement of the conditions that top end commuters have experienced 
anecdotally: the time to make a regular trip through the corridor can vary greatly and require additional buffer to 
assure on-time arrival. That buffer would otherwise be available time for work, family, and community.  

2.1.4 Additional Travel Option for Commuters 
Under existing conditions on the project corridor, SOV drivers, HOV drivers, and transit users have limited 
options available to avoid freeway congestion and potential delays in reaching their destination, such as finding 
alternative modes of transport and alternate routes to the GP lanes in the project corridor. As stated, the I-285 top 
end corridor consists of only GP lanes, and does not offer alternatives for travelers in the corridor. Express lanes 
offer a true travel alternative for all vehicles with two axles and six wheels or fewer that register and obtain a 
Peach Pass through SRTA. Implementation of the ELs will provide travelers with an additional travel option 
beyond the existing roadways and greater control over their time and schedule. 

Express lanes are also an investment that would support current and future transit operations. Dedicated ELs offer 
a convenient and affordable travel alternative for commuters when travel times are improved and greater 
reliability and predictability of traffic conditions for transit operators exist. The addition of ELs and the fact 
transit users (buses and vanpools) use them for free is a benefit to transit and inducement for commuters to use 
transit. This makes transit a more attractive alternative, potentially increasing ridership, which can shift the 
vehicle mix to those routes and reduce SOVs, thereby allowing for greater movement of people. More riders 
utilizing transit means less congestion in the GP lanes. In addition, the project would provide direct access from 
the ELs to the existing MARTA transit stations, including the North Springs Station, and would improve access to 
the Doraville Station. Anecdotal evidence from the I-85 ELs13 and NWC ELs showed an increase in transit 

                                                      
13 Georgia Express Lanes, I-85 Extension, 2018, available at: http://www.dot.ga.gov/DriveSmart/GEL/Documents/I-85%20Extension/I-
85ExpressLanesExt-Benefits.pdf. 
 

Years I-285 Top End Direction 

Westbound Eastbound 

2012 0.94 1.45 

2013 1.31 2.04 

2014 1.46 2.44 

2015 1.86 2.79 

2016 2.15 2.77 

http://www.dot.ga.gov/DriveSmart/GEL/Documents/I-85%20Extension/I-85ExpressLanesExt-Benefits.pdf
http://www.dot.ga.gov/DriveSmart/GEL/Documents/I-85%20Extension/I-85ExpressLanesExt-Benefits.pdf
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ridership within months of the EL facilities opening. Regional transit operators, including SRTA-operated Direct 
Xpress buses and vanpools, have been utilizing the completed EL systems.14 15 

Two SRTA-operated Direct Xpress bus routes (417 and 482) travel along the I-285 top end corridor and/or the EL 
systems to which the proposed project would connect.16 Although SRTA transit and ride-sharing services 
currently utilize sections of the project corridor, users of those options experience no speed or travel time 
advantage over SOV users, since there are no alternatives to the GP lanes. Travelers using either the GP lanes or 
ELs would experience savings in terms of less time spent commuting and financial gains from less vehicle-related 
maintenance, which would benefit the region as a whole. 

2.2 IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY AND REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY 
The proposed project is needed to improve accessibility and connectivity between regional activity centers. 
Current travel conditions in the corridor are highly congested, which increases travel time and reduces 
transportation system reliability. During peak times, accessibility to adjacent land uses within the project corridor 
is diminished due to congestion. Travel efficiency also is low, resulting in comparatively high vehicle emissions. 
Based on local jurisdictional land use plans, future land use patterns are expected to be similar to existing patterns 
with proposed density (both employment and population) increases in the activity centers. This future growth will 
likely result in increased travel demand along the corridor. 

Accessibility to regional activity centers along the I-285 project corridor, including Galleria/Cumberland, 
Perimeter Center, Buckhead, Doraville, and Northlake would be improved by the proposed project. The proposed 
improvements would increase highway capacity and attract traffic from parallel arterials. This effect in turn could 
reduce congestion, improve reliability, and improve safety on those routes. From a connectivity perspective, the 
proposed EL connections would provide options to reach activity centers via the I-75, SR 400, and I-85 corridors.  

2.2.1 Adjoining Transportation Projects 
The I-285 top end project corridor is an important link between the major interstates of I-75 and I-85 and connects 
several state highways including SR 400, SR 13, and SR 141. The I-285 top end corridor is one of the only 
continuous east-west connections in the north Atlanta metro area. The proposed project would improve this 
critical east-west connection between the existing I-75 and I-85 ELs and with the planned EL projects along SR 
400 north of I-285, I-285 westside from I-75 to I-20, and I-285 eastside from I-85 to I-20. Exhibit 2-17 and 
Exhibit 2-18 include connecting EL projects and other nearby transportation projects.  

 

                                                      
14 Carpenter, Joe. “Northwest Corridor Express Lanes Update.” GDOT, February 14, 2018, is available at: 
http://www.dot.ga.gov/AboutGeorgia/Board/Board%20Meeting%20Documents/NorthwestCorridorExpressLanesUpdate-Feb2018.pdf. 

15 NWC: Toll revenues, peak speed, traffic trips exceed expectations. Moody’s Investors Report, April 28, 2019. Available at: 
https://saportareport.com/northwest-corridor-toll-revenues-peak-speed-traffic-trips-exceed-expectations/ 
16 SRTA Xpress Bus Routes Map is available here: https://www.xpressga.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Xpress_System-Map8.1.17-
791x1024.jpg.  

http://www.dot.ga.gov/AboutGeorgia/Board/Board%20Meeting%20Documents/NorthwestCorridorExpressLanesUpdate-Feb2018.pdf
https://saportareport.com/northwest-corridor-toll-revenues-peak-speed-traffic-trips-exceed-expectations/
https://www.xpressga.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Xpress_System-Map8.1.17-791x1024.jpg
https://www.xpressga.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Xpress_System-Map8.1.17-791x1024.jpg
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EXHIBIT 2-17: TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS LOCATED IN I-285 TOP END PROJECT AREA 

GDOT PI No. Location Construction 
Start Dates 

713230- (AIP) I-285 WB auxiliary lanes between Roswell Road and Riverside 
Drive  2022 

To Be 
Assigned 
(AIP) 

I-285/Peachtree Industrial Boulevard Interchange 
Improvements 

2022 

0000247 I-285 Interchange at Roswell Road  2022 

0013255 (AIP) I-285 CD lanes between Ashford Dunwoody Road and SR 141  2021 

712520- I-285 from Stone Mountain Freeway (US 78) to I-85 
Reconstruction/Rehabilitation – Long Range Program 2051 

0003534 I-285 from Cumberland to Perimeter Center Transit – GRTA – 
Long Range Program 

CST – TBD  
ROW – 2049 

0013251 I-285 from Perimeter Center Pkwy to Doraville, ROW Only – Long 
Range Program 2052 

0015068 Westside Connector Study (City of Dunwoody Project) TBD 
N/A East West Connector (City of Dunwoody Project) TBD 
0013917* I-285 Westside Express Lanes 2026 
0013914* I-285 Eastside Express Lanes 2024 

0001757* SR 400 Express Lanes from North Springs Station to McFarland 
Road 2022 

0012875 Georgetown Area Multimodal Improvements (City of 
Dunwoody Project) 2020 

0000784/ 
0013546 

Transform 285/400 – I-285/SR 400 Interchange Reconstruction 
Project (Construction expected to be completed in 2022) 2016 

0008256* NWC Express Lanes Project on I-75/I-575 Opened in 2018 
110600* I-85 Express Lanes Extension Project Opened in 2018 
0009295 I-85 HOV-to-HOT Conversion/Express Lanes Project Opened in 2011 
Sources: ARC RTP, FY 2018-2023 Transportation Plan. 
CST = Construction; TBD (to be determined) indicates the Construction Date is not yet scheduled by responsible agency.  
An asterisk (*) indicates that it is an MMIP Express Lanes Project. 
Project identified as “Long Range” projects are programmed to be implemented between 2031 and 2040 and beyond. 
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EXHIBIT 2-18: ADJACENT PROJECTS 

\
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2.2.2 Accessibility and Connectivity 
Congestion in the I-285 top end corridor leads to travel inefficiencies and unreliable trip times in reaching places 
of employment, which are located primarily in the aforementioned activity centers. The proposed EL system, in 
conjunction with other EL projects referenced above, would increase capacity of the overall existing corridor and 
improve connectivity between regional activity centers. As users shift modes to the ELs and/or enhanced 
transit/ride-share alternatives, GP congestion would be eased, thereby improving trip reliability and mobility in 
the existing GP system. With the I-285 Top End Express Lanes project connecting existing and future EL 
projects, there would be improved connectivity across longer distances using the ELs, which in turn would 
improve the accessibility between employment and activity centers within the metro Atlanta region. There are 
currently ELs on two intersecting interstates: I-75 and I-85. The I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would 
represent a connection link for existing and future ELs planned on SR 400, I-285 Westside, and I-285 Eastside.  

Based on local jurisdictional land use plans, future land use patterns are expected to be similar to existing patterns 
with proposed density (both employment and population) increases in the activity centers, including the 
Galleria/Cumberland area at the I-285/I-75 interchange, Perimeter Center between the I-285/SR 400 interchange 
and Ashford Dunwoody Road, and at most of the other I-285 access points with major urban arterials, such as 
Roswell Road, Ashford Dunwoody Road, Chamblee Dunwoody Road, N. Shallowford Road, Peachtree Industrial 
Boulevard, and Buford Highway. This future growth will result in increased travel demand throughout the 
corridor, both in the GP lanes and ELs. 

The project corridor is one of the primary traveled roads in the Atlanta region that connects the employment 
centers in metro Atlanta to the established cities and residential areas in Cobb, north Fulton, and DeKalb counties. 
Based on information from ARC, the population of these three counties in 2015 was 2.4 million. The population 
is expected to increase another 25 percent by 2040 to reach 3.0 million. Furthermore, the ARC projects that 
employment in these counties will continue to increase in the future. Employment in Cobb, Fulton, and DeKalb 
counties is expected to increase up to 31 percent by 2040, adding nearly 500,000 jobs between 2015 and 2040.  

As corridor congestion increases, fueled by future growth and development in the activity centers along the I-285 
top end corridor, there will continue to be a need to provide multimodal options between activity centers to meet 
increased travel demands. Because approximately 85 percent of trips in the corridor are anticipated to be 
passenger vehicles, opportunities exist to enhance travel options. The corridor currently provides GP lanes with 
no special provisions for carpools, transit, or other alternative means of travel. Several transit operators provide 
service to the activity centers and in the vicinity of the project corridor, including MARTA, Cobb County Transit 
(CCT), Gwinnett County Transit (GCT), and SRTA, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
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2.2.3 Current Transit Planning  
State and regional planning organizations recognize that not only added roadway capacity but also expanded 
transit are keys to solving metro Atlanta’s congestion problems. While transit plans and studies have been 
completed for the I-285 top end corridor, none have been advanced beyond the planning phase―mostly as a result 
of insufficient funding.  

The proposed I-285 Top End Express Lanes project does not include a dedicated transit component.17 However, it 
would not preclude transit operators from developing their own projects, and they would be able to take 
advantage of the proposed I-285 Top End Express Lanes project, as well as the GEL network, comprised of 
existing and future EL infrastructure that would be implemented throughout the Atlanta metro area.  

The proposed ELs would be free of charge to state-registered transit providers, vanpools, and emergency response 
vehicles. The use by registered transit providers is an important concept to assure equitable access to 
transportation services and to the travel time benefits of the ELs. The construction of the proposed project would 
provide reliable trip time planning for current transit providers as well as a viable infrastructure for others to 
implement new transit initiatives in the corridor. Users of registered transit services would have access to reliable 
commutes along the I-285 top end where choices are limited in the existing and No-Build conditions. This 
strategy has been acknowledged by transit providers, whose plans and projects are summarized below:  

• The SRTA Direct Xpress Horizon 1 Service Plan, and Horizons 2 and 3 Service Plan are 
comprehensive strategies analyzing how to maximize productivity, increase ridership, and improve 
effectiveness of the existing commuter coach/bus service.  

o The Horizon 1 Service Plan (Phase 1) strategy included improvements to access by increasing 
the number of trips to major employment centers using existing funding mechanisms in the short-
term period. The other portion of the plan streamlined services by making it more efficient, more 
reliable, and easier for customers to understand when/where to board and disembark with all 
routes having stops in Downtown and Midtown, shorter headways, and reallocation of buses to 
corridors with higher ridership and demand. Phase 1 improvements were implemented in 2016 
(see Exhibit 2-19). The SRTA-operated Direct Xpress bus routes that currently use the I-285 top 
end corridor include 417 and 482. The Direct Xpress bus services plan to use the existing GEL 
network and its future expansion, as it would benefit such transit services.18  

o The Horizons 2 & 3 Service Plan (Phase 2) are long-term strategies (2016-2026) that require 
additional funding mechanisms and are currently underway. The focus of the strategies is 
improving access to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, improving transit service 
levels with the addition of ELs to the GEL network on I-75 and I-85 in the south Atlanta metro 
area (i.e., Coweta, Clayton, and Henry counties), and increasing access to employment centers 
(see Exhibit 2-20).  

 

                                                      
17 A dedicated transit facility could be a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)- or Light Rail Transit (LRT)-specific infrastructure or lane(s). 
18 GRTA Direct Xpress Horizon 1 Service Plan, August 2015. 
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As described in the Horizons plan, transit operators recognize that ELs improve travel speeds and 
trip-reliability compared to using GP lanes by creating an exclusive lane for eligible or toll-
paying automobiles and buses. The use of ELs enables buses to travel through a corridor faster 
than vehicle traffic in GP lanes. For example, within the first weeks of the I-85 ELs opening, 
vehicles using the ELs traveled on average 15 mph faster than those on the GP lanes—and often 
25 mph or faster, saving as much as 25 to 30 minutes per trip. 19 

• The Fulton County Transit Master Plan (FCTMP) identifies short-term, mid-term, and long-term 
projects including transit expansion, existing service and last-mile connectivity improvements, and safety 
improvements at transit facilities (e.g., bus stops, train stations, and roadway/street infrastructure).20 The 
guiding principles are the following: provide better access; provide faster, more reliable mobility and 
mitigated congestion; catalyze economic development, investment, and placemaking; maximize return on 
investment; and establish a framework for greater regional connectivity. Fourteen cities outside of Atlanta 
and the Fulton County Commission affirmed that a master plan study was necessary to improve and 
expand transit services. The ARC worked with the city mayors and Fulton County Commission to fund 
and manage the master plan study in collaboration with MARTA, Fulton County, and the 14 participating 
cities.21 Following the 3-phased study to identify transit concepts and various modes to include in the 
FCTMP, the implementation plan included the following transit modes: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT); 
Arterial Rapid Transit (ART); Frequent Local Bus; Local Bus; Microtransit; and Park-and-Ride Lots. 
Transit improvement projects are expected to be finalized for a voter referendum in 2020.  

• The Northwest Corridor (NWC) Express Lanes project that opened in 2018, is a 29.7-mile, reversible, 
ELs project from Sixes Road on I-575 in Cherokee County and Hickory Grove Road on I-75 in Cobb 
County to I-285/Akers Mill Road in Cobb County.22 Transit operators, including SRTA-operated Direct 
Xpress buses and vanpools, are now utilizing the NWC ELs. Currently, seven routes utilize the NWC ELs 
as shown in Exhibit 2-19. The Horizon Service Plans 2 & 3 identify long-term recommendations that 
would benefit the services using the NWC ELs, such as new and increased Park-and-Ride capacity; 
enhanced services to Downtown, Midtown, and Perimeter Center areas; as well as its All Day and Airport 
service. The NWC ELs, while still considered to be in the “ramp‐up” phase have registered more than 
seven million trips, and travel speeds are 30 percent faster than the GP lanes. As a result, peak hour 
commutes have been reduced by over one hour in both the AM and PM peak travel periods. According to 
a Moody’s Investors Report (April 2019), the number of daily trips, travel speeds during peak travel 
periods, and toll revenues for the NWC ELs have all exceeded market expectations since the facility 
opened in September 2018. The same report referenced air quality improvements resulting from the 
project as cars and buses are not idling in traffic.23  

                                                      
19 GRTA Direct Xpress Horizons 2 & 3 Service Plan, August 2015. 

20 The Fulton County Transit Master Plan, 2018 is available at: http://fultoncountyga.gov/tmp-home.  
21 The 14 cities in Fulton County outside of Atlanta include: Alpharetta, Chattahoochee Hills, College Park, East Point, Fairburn, Hapeville, Johns Creek, 
Milton, Mountain Park, Palmetto, Roswell, Sandy Springs, South Fulton, and Union City. 

22 The NWC Project information and updates are available at: http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/GEL/NWC.  

23 NWC: Toll revenues, peak speed, traffic trips exceed expectations. Moody’s Investors Report, April 28, 2019. Available at: 
https://saportareport.com/northwest-corridor-toll-revenues-peak-speed-traffic-trips-exceed-expectations/  
 

http://fultoncountyga.gov/tmp-home
http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/GEL/NWC
https://saportareport.com/northwest-corridor-toll-revenues-peak-speed-traffic-trips-exceed-expectations/
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For the AM commute, on‐time performance for SRTA-operated Direct Xpress bus routes traveling 
through the Northwest Corridor Express Lanes increased from 83 to 96 percent after the facility opened. 
The PM commute performance improved by a similar margin. Across the various NWC routes, SRTA-
operated Direct Xpress riders are saving an average of 15 minutes per trip. In addition to reduced travel 
times and increased on‐time performance, the growth in ridership in the area has outpaced growth relative 
to the rest of the system by an average of four percent over the past fiscal year. The GDOT and SRTA 
monitor a variety of performance and operational measures for each EL corridor, such as number of trips, 
daily average fare, average speeds in ELs and GP lanes, average volume of vehicles in ELs and GP lanes, 
number of Peach Pass accounts, and other factors.24 

• Cobb County’s 2040 Comprehensive Transportation Plan Update, Cobb in Motion, recommends new 
transit investments, and constructing and maintaining managed lanes.25 Cobb in Motion recommends 
constructing dedicated bus-only lanes connecting Kennesaw, Cumberland, and Atlanta, as well as 
connecting the I-285 Top End Express Lanes project from the I-75/I-285 interchange in Cobb County to 
the I-85/I-285 interchange in Dekalb County. The I-285 Top End Express Lanes project are referenced as 
possible connections for the existing transit in Cobb to other portions of the metropolitan area, including 
Atlanta and Perimeter Center. In addition, SRTA Direct Xpress bus service from both Cobb and Gwinnett 
counties is supplemented by service provided by CobbLine and GCT and utilizes the I-285 top end 
corridor. CobbLine and GTC commuter routes use over-the-road coaches on routes that parallel Direct 
Xpress services, offering a similar high-quality ride. 

• I-285 Top End Transit Feasibility Study – Beginning in 2018, a collaboration of local governments 
(cities of Brookhaven, Dunwoody, Sandy Springs, Chamblee, Doraville, Smyrna, and Tucker, as well as 
the Community Improvement Districts [CIDs] in the Galleria/Cumberland and Perimeter Center areas)26 
was initiated to assess how these communities might work together to best make the I-285 top end transit 
connection. A second phase of the study has started to assess how transit services might make use of the 
proposed managed lanes by creating a commuter bus system. Preliminary information suggests the 
concept is similar to and a refinement of the express bus service considered in earlier studies, such as the 
ARC’s I-285 Corridor Transit Feasibility Study and I-285 Transit Corridor Alternatives Analysis (2004). 
As with the successful performance of transit operators utilizing the ELs on I-85 and the NWC, as 
described above, future transit operations that result from this study are expected to see similar benefits, 
such as an increase in travel speeds, a reduction in travel times, and higher ridership. 

                                                      
24 Email correspondence re: Current NWC Performance Measures. Amanda Parham, September 11, 2019. 
25 Cobb County’s 2040 Comprehensive Transportation Plan Update is available at: http://www.cobbinmotion.com/index.html.  

26 The CIDs have emerged as significant centers of influence in the Atlanta metro region and are designed to assist communities in improving conditions for 
existing businesses and attracting new growth. By utilizing self-imposed tax revenues from commercial businesses within a CID, communities can initiate 
community improvements/enhancements, such as infrastructure improvements (i.e., roads, bridges, waste water, etc.), creation of bike- and pedestrian-
friendly corridors, parks, trails, and greenspace. The CIDs are enhancing the urban and suburban landscape.  

http://www.cobbinmotion.com/index.html
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EXHIBIT 2-19: EXISTING SRTA DIRECT XPRESS TRANSIT ROUTES AND MARTA STATIONS 
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EXHIBIT 2-20: LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE HORIZONS 2 & 3 SERVICE PLAN 
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• The Gwinnett County Comprehensive Transportation Plan, Destination 2040, is the most recent 
update to the countywide transportation plan.27 Destination 2040 provides recommendations for 
transportation improvements countywide. The strategy includes short-, mid-, and long-range projects. 
Recommendations call for the county to utilize the I-85 Express Lanes Extension project (opened in 
2018) when implementing improvements, including transit improvements. The expansion of the ELs 
along I-85 has already seen an increase in transit usage, and that is only expected to continue to increase 
over the next 20 years, as shown in the Destination 2040 plan. By 2040, there will be a projected 1.34 
million potential SRTA and GCT bus riders taking buses along the I-85 ELs corridor (based on each bus 
carrying 80 percent of capacity in passengers). Additionally, 30 million average annual trips are 
expected on the entire I-85 Express Lanes corridor by Year 2040, and 1.35 million additional potential 
commuters will be able to get to activity/employment centers in Gwinnett County, such as the Gwinnett 
Place area, by utilizing I-85 ELs facilities by Year 2030. The plan notes that there are opportunities for 
future connections to the I-285 project corridor between I-75 and I-85, and possibly the I-285 Eastside 
Express Lanes project between Henderson Road and I-20 in order to continue to expand transit usage 
throughout the Atlanta metro area.

The projects under the MMIP are intended to work together to maximize regional benefit. The connectivity of the 
ELs system would allow for more reliable travel times across regional destinations that encourage and support 
transit operators in the ELs, as well as promote progress in the region. See Section 2.1.4 noting how existing 
transit providers currently operate in the project corridor. 

2.3 ACCELERATE PROJECT DELIVERY FOLLOWING TFA LEGISLATION 
As authorized through the TFA legislation, expedited delivery of the 
major investment projects is important because of the high volumes of 
traffic affected by existing congestion within the Atlanta region. The 
typically extended schedules for major projects would occur while 
conditions worsen for the traveling public and businesses. The 
proposed project would use the Public Private Partnership (P3) model 
where the state (public) would partner with a private party to construct 
the I-285 Top End Express Lanes project. The need for this type of 
partnership is founded on the premise that there is limited government 
funding available for building roadway infrastructure. The P3 model 
provides an ideal solution in which the private sector would provide a 
portion of the total costs of the project. The P3 projects leverage these 
limited transportation funds by partnering with the private sector using 
innovative delivery methods, such as Design-Build-Finance (DBF).  

With the DBF delivery method, ROW acquisition, processing permits, 
and the entire design can occur concurrently with construction. This 
differs from the traditional project delivery process of Design-Bid-

27 Gwinnett County Comprehensive Transportation Plan, Destination 2040 is available at: 
https://www.gwinnettcounty.com/web/gwinnett/Departments/Transportation/ComprehensiveTransportationPlan. 

Design-Build-Finance 

With a DBF procurement 
model, a single contract is 
awarded for the design, 
construction, and full or partial 
financing of a facility. 
Responsibility for the long-term 
maintenance and operation 
of the facility remains with 
GDOT. This approach takes 
advantage of the efficiencies 
of the design-build approach 
and allows GDOT to defer 
financing completely or 
partially during construction. 

https://www.gwinnettcounty.com/web/gwinnett/Departments/Transportation/ComprehensiveTransportationPlan
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Build (DBB), in which these activities occur prior to construction. The DBF method accelerates the project 
delivery schedule by overlapping the design and construction phases and allows GDOT to defer financing during 
the construction period. This method is beneficial over DBB as it can transfer risk to the design-build team, 
reduce construction times, mitigate travel impacts, and maximize the use of resources and the project budget. 

The TFA 2015 allows funding flexibility between state and federal funding and allocating funding to develop 
projects faster and cheaper.28 Innovations in design and flexibility during construction as well as the self-funding 
mechanism of ELs allow for the accelerated project delivery. The planning basis for the action is outlined in 
several planning documents that are coordinated throughout the region. As previously stated, through the TFA the 
MMIP is advancing 18 major mobility projects that will yield a significant reduction in congestion along key 
freight and mobility corridors. 

 LOGICAL TERMINI 
To facilitate meaningful evaluation of alternatives and to avoid commitments to transportation improvements 
before they are fully evaluated, FHWA’s guidance for addressing the National Environmental Policy Act [as 
quoted below from 23 Code of Federal Regulations Part 771.111(f)] requires that the proposed action:   

• Connect logical termini and be of sufficient length to address environmental matters on a broad scope;

• Have independent utility or independent significance (i.e., be usable and be a reasonable expenditure even
if no additional transportation improvements in the area are made); and

• Not restrict consideration of other reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements.

The proposed I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would meet these three factors for logical termini as 
described below. 

Connect Logical Termini with Sufficient Length to Address Environmental Matters on a Broad Scope 

The proposed project would bring options for reliable trip times through approximately 18.0 miles of the heavily 
traveled I-285 top end corridor, with connectivity to existing GP lanes on I-75, SR 400, and I-85. This 
connectivity addresses a regional need and allows for adequate coverage to address direct and indirect 
environmental impacts of the project.  

Moreover, the termini on I-285 would connect directly with adjacent planned ELs. At the western terminus, the 
proposed project would connect with the I-285 Westside Express Lanes project (PI 0013917). At the eastern 
terminus, the project would connect with the I-285 Eastside Express Lanes project (PI 0013914). Based on current 
funding and schedules for Developer selection and construction, all three projects are scheduled to open between 
2028 and 2032.  

To provide sufficient length for the needed connectivity with the new I-285/SR 400 interchange improvements 
and SR 400 ELs, the proposed project extends for 3.5 miles along SR 400 from south of the Glenridge Connector 
and north to the vicinity of the North Springs MARTA Station. These limits allow adequate distance for users to 

28 Georgia House Bill 170 (HB170), Transportation Funding Act, 2015 is available at: http://www.legis.ga.gov/Legislation/20152016/153458.pdf. 

http://www.legis.ga.gov/Legislation/20152016/153458.pdf
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enter and exit the ELs south of the interchange and connect directly to the SR 400 Express Lanes project (PI 
0001757), which is funded and scheduled to open in 2027. In addition, the project would tie into the existing I-75 
NWC ELs system, as well as the existing I-85 ELs in order to provide system-to-system connectivity. The limits 
as proposed along I-285 and the connections will allow for careful consideration of environmental matters within 
the corridor and adjacent communities. Moreover, the termini are included in travel demand modeling that will 
support the assessment of air quality, noise, and other effects on a broad scope. 

Have Independent Utility or Independent Significance  

The project would have independent utility because the implementation of ELs between the terminal points on I-
285 as well as the associated sections of SR 400 and I-85 would improve the respective corridors without 
requiring other adjacent projects to be constructed. While the proposed project would benefit from coordination 
with the other planned MMIP projects, it does not depend on other transportation improvements to provide 
independent utility. Users of the proposed ELs would receive the benefit of travel time savings and trip-reliability 
within this section of I-285, SR 400, and I-85. The adjacent or connecting projects (as shown in Exhibit 1-1 and 
listed Exhibit 2-18) are already funded and underway as independent projects, including MMIP EL projects as PI 
Nos. 0013914, 0013917, and 0001757. As indicated in Exhibits 2-5 through 2-8, the ELs would not degrade 
conditions within the GP lanes outside the project limits with the one exception of eastbound morning peak hours, 
within the section of I-285 adjacent to the western limits (South Atlanta Road to Paces Ferry Road). This section 
is part of the adjacent I-285 Westside EL project, also scheduled to open in 2032. The reduced LOS in this section 
during eastbound morning peak period is based on initial modeling prior to the detailed traffic analysis that will 
be conducted for the interchanges and arterial streets within the project corridor. If this condition were to occur, 
the two ELs would have available capacity such that the dynamic pricing of the system would be used to smooth 
delays in the GP lanes as much as possible during the peak periods. Coordination with the I-285 Westside project 
will continue during the detailed traffic analyses to resolve any potential impacts for GP traffic flow to the extent 
practicable.  

While the “top end” is commonly considered the section of I-285 from I-75 to I-85, the limits must extend farther 
to provide adequate distance for drivers to maneuver between the ELs and GP lanes. Between I-75 and I-85, 
particularly to accommodate the increased demand in the Perimeter Center area, the proposed project would 
include two EL. Limiting this section to one EL in each direction would not provide the needed capacity, as the 
single lane would require toll-paying drivers to share the lane with buses, other transit vehicles, and emergency 
vehicles. Moreover, an incident in the single EL would make access difficult for first responders. While the two-
lane section is necessary to address environmental and traffic concerns, the existing and projected volumes 
decline beyond the project’s western and eastern limits such that one lane would handle the projected traffic 
volume in the ELs.  

The proposed limits of the project west of I-75 and east of I-85 were selected as “direct merge” locations, or an 
area where the EL system interfaces with the GP lanes (i.e., EL to GP interface). The direct merge location at the 
western limit of the project would be the area between the I-75/I-285 interchange and just south of Paces Ferry 
Road, which is 2.75 miles in length. The direct merge location at the eastern limit of the project would be the area 
between the I-85/I-285 interchange to Henderson Road, which is 1.85 miles in length. The locations of the direct 
merges were driven by design practicality. Placing the direct merge location in the center of a system-to-system 
interchange would not provide sufficient length in advance of the system ramps for vehicles exiting the I-285 EL 
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system to weave across several GP lanes for the desired exit. Therefore, direct merges should be located well in 
advance of the GP system interchanges, such as I-75 and I-85. 

At the eastern terminus, the two-lane, barrier-separated eastbound section splits into two, one-lane, buffer-
separated sections: one for the eastbound through movement and one for the eastbound-to-northbound movement 
to the I-85 ELs system. The one-lane westbound through section from the eastern limit of the project merges with 
the one-lane southbound-to-westbound movement from the I-85 ELs system to provide a two-lane section to the 
west and across the I-285 top end project corridor. Lanes shift from barrier-separated to buffer-separated to match 
the design of I-285 Eastside Express Lanes project. 

At the western terminus, the two-lane, barrier-separated, westbound section splits into two, one-lane, buffer-
separated sections: one for the westbound through movement and one for the westbound-to-northbound 
movement to the NWC ELs system. The one-lane eastbound through section in the I-75 interchange merges with 
the one-lane entrance ramp from southbound-to-eastbound from the NWC ELs system to provide a two-lane 
section to the east across the I-285 top end corridor. Lanes shift from barrier-separated to buffer-separated to 
match the design of I-285 Westside Express Lanes project. 

These direct merge sections of the project corridor would include one EL. The I-285 top end project would tie 
into the I-285 Eastside Express Lanes project’s single EL system in the vicinity of Henderson Road and the I-285 
Westside Express Lanes project in the vicinity of Paces Ferry Road. The direct merge at each project terminus 
would serve as an EL/GP merging area that would enhance regional connectivity by allowing users to enter and 
exit the EL system from the GP lanes on both sides of the perimeter and thereby, provide access to the regional 
EL systems. In combination with interchange connections at I-20 on the I-285 Westside and I-285 Eastside, users 
of ELs—from individual drivers to transit operators—would have options to improve trip times across the I-285 
top end corridor with access to the larger Atlanta metro area’s EL system, or GEL.  

Not Restrict Consideration of Other Reasonably Foreseeable Transportation Improvements  

The proposed project has been developed in coordination with the ARC; Cobb, DeKalb, and Fulton County 
officials; and cities within the corridor, including Smyrna, Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, Brookhaven, Chamblee, 
and Doraville. The proposed widening would not restrict development of alternatives or other foreseeable 
transportation improvements. The proposed project has been and will continue to be coordinated with the design, 
traffic, and environmental processes for the adjacent EL projects (PI Nos. 0001757, 0013914, and 0013917), as 
well as the potential of future transit improvement projects separate from the proposed project. By including two 
lanes between the I-75 and I-85 interchanges and transitioning the type of separation, the proposed project would 
be compatible with adjacent EL projects and not preclude future transit plans by others. 

 CONCLUSION 
The I-285 top end corridor is an important link in the Atlanta region’s transportation system—a link that is 
currently experiencing significant delays and congestion, resulting in unreliable trip times. The corridor lacks 
transportation choices that can provide reliable trip times, a factor that affects the traveling public and businesses 
daily. The I-285 Top End Express Lanes project would conform to the ARC’s and GDOT’s guiding policies for 
new managed lanes.  
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As discussed above, the planning basis for the proposed project is documented in local and regional planning 
initiatives, including the 2010 Atlanta MLSP, 2015 TFA, 2015 MLIP, and Plan 2040 RTP. The project’s needs 
and objectives are the result of much consideration of current and anticipated future travel demand in the I-285 
Top End Express Lanes project corridor. The project also will provide a critical link between existing NWC and I-
85 ELs and other committed EL projects including the I-285 Westside Express Lanes, I-285 Eastside Express 
Lanes, and SR 400 Express Lanes. In addition to the traffic benefits discussed under Section 2, the proposed 
project is anticipated to have outcomes that are more qualitative than quantitative, such as the following:  

• Social benefits and improved quality of life from having more personal time due to less congestion and 
travel time savings; 

• Time savings resulting in economic benefits, such as lower fuel consumption and less vehicle 
wear/maintenance costs;  

• Improved access within the same commuter/travel shed, thereby improving employers’ ability for 
recruitment and retention of skilled workers; 

• Shorter on-the-clock/travel times for goods movement/freight on the GP lanes; and 

• More efficient travel, which would result in lower vehicle emissions and improved air quality as 
congestion decreases within the corridor. 

Exhibit 4-1summarizes these project needs, purpose, and metrics for project evaluation. 

EXHIBIT 4-1: PROJECT NEED AND PURPOSE SUMMARY 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Needs 

Trip times on I-285 top end 
are anticipated to become 
more unreliable in the future 
as traffic volumes and 
corresponding delays 
increase.  

The existing EL network is 
missing a connection in this 
part of Atlanta, which creates 
interruptions in driver route 
options. 

Delayed solutions to the 
current and future traffic 
concerns will be 
inconsistent with TFA 
legislation. 

Metric 

Reliability of trip times 
provided through option to 
use express lanes with 
dynamic pricing during 
periods of congestion in 
general purpose lanes. 

Trip time indices from outside 
project limits from end to end 

Consistency with regional 
plans 
 
Accountable use of 
Public-Private Partnership 
(P3) delivery model 

Purpose Provide reliable trip times for 
commuters 

Improve regional accessibility 
and connectivity through 
priced ELs that integrate with 
the greater metro Atlanta EL 
network 

Accelerate project 
delivery following the TFA 
legislation in response to 
the urgency of traffic 
conditions 
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REGIONAL DATA ON TRAVEL TIME 
This Appendix is a summary of supplemental data related to travel time, based on the Atlanta Regional 
Commission (ARC) travel demand model (TDM). The regional TDM is developed and maintained to plan for 
transportation improvements as part of ARC’s overall regional planning efforts. As adopted in 2016, the current 
plan extends through a horizon year of 2040. The current TDM is based on model years of 2015, 2030, and 2040. 
An update of the regional plan and TDM is underway with a horizon year of 2050. The new plan is expected to be 
completed during the first or second quarter of 2020. 

Whereas the project modeling and traffic analyses for I-285 Top End Express Lanes is conducted at a corridor 
level, the TDM considers the overall effect of proposed projects throughout the regional network. One of the 
benefits of the TDM its ability to compare travel time. The TDM can be run to consider effects with (2040 Build 
scenario) and without (2040 No-Build scenario) the proposed project. As with other traffic analyses, the No-Build 
scenario assumes the effects of all other regional projects in the plan including the operation of other express 
lanes. 

ARC TDM travel times represent the average travel time over the entire AM or PM peak periods, which are both 
four hours in duration. In the 2015 conditions, substantial differences occurred between travel times at the typical 
posted speed limit (65 mph) along the corridor when compared to travel times during congested period speeds as 
shown in Exhibit A-1. Between I-75 and SR 400, existing congested speeds in the eastbound AM direction were 
30 mph less than the typical posted speed, while the westbound PM direction was 32 mph less. Between SR 400 
and I-85, the westbound AM direction was 35 mph less than the typical posted speed, while the eastbound PM 
direction was 37 mph less than the typical posted speed.  

As shown in Exhibit A-1, travel times are expected to increase as speeds decrease in future No-Build scenarios. 
With the Build scenario (addition of ELs in the project limits), travel times in the GP and CD lanes would 
decrease compared with the No-Build scenario. The average speeds along the project corridor are anticipated to 
be 32 to 42 mph slower than the typical posted speed between I-75 and SR 400, and 27 to 45 mph slower between 
SR 400 and I-85. Average travel time is expected to increase or be 20 to 49 percent over existing (congested) 
travel times and 93 to 185 percent over travel times at the typical posted speed for a trip through the entire project 
corridor.  

The term “typical posted speed” is used because the I-285 corridor employs a variable posted speed limit that is 
dependent on downstream congestion. Under free-flow conditions, the typical speed limit is 65 mph. During times 
of congestion, typically near the major interchanges, these speed limits may vary to as low as 35 mph in order to 
smooth out flow, diminish stop-and-go conditions and reduce crashes. When conditions improve, the speed limit 
returns to the typical posted speed.  
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EXHIBIT A-1: I-285 GP LANES TRAVEL TIMES AND SPEEDS BETWEEN I-75 AND I-85, EXISTING 
AND 2040 CONDITIONS 

Year/Condition 
Direction 
of Traffic 

Average 
Travel 

Time1 (min) 

Travel 
Time at 
Typical 
Posted 
Speed2 
(min) 

Difference 
in Travel 

Time 
(Average - 

Typical 
Posted 
Speed) 
(min) 

Average 
Travel 
Speed 
(mph) 

Difference 
in Speed 
(Average 
- Typical 
Posted 

Speed3) 
(mph)4 

I-75 to SR 400 

Existing 

EB AM 10.5 5.8 4.7 35 (30) 

WB AM 8.2 5.8 2.4 44 (21) 

EB PM 8.7 5.8 2.9 42 (23) 

WB PM 11.2 5.8 5.4 33 (32) 

No-Build 

2040 

EB AM 12.9 5.9 7.0 28 (37) 

WB AM 11.5 6.0 5.5 33 (32) 

EB PM 11.3 5.9 5.4 32 (33) 

WB PM 17.1 6.0 11.1 23 (42) 

Build  

2040 

EB AM 11.1 5.9 5.2 33 (32) 

WB AM 10.9 6.0 4.9 35 (30) 

EB PM 10.8 5.9 4.9 33 (32) 

WB PM 14.5 6.0 8.5 27 (38) 

SR 400 to I-85 

Existing  

EB AM 9.0 6.3 2.7 42 (23) 

WB AM 13.7 6.5 7.2 30 (35) 

EB PM 14.4 6.3 8.1 28 (37) 

WB PM 10.6 6.5 4.1 36 (29) 

No-Build 

2040 

EB AM 10.5 6.5 4.0 38 (27) 

WB AM 19.0 6.8 12.2 27 (38) 

EB PM 23.2 6.5 16.7 20 (45) 

WB PM 11.8 6.8 5.0 37 (28) 

Build  

2040 

EB AM 9.9 6.5 3.4 40 (25) 

WB AM 16.6 6.8 9.8 30 (35) 

EB PM 20.1 6.5 13.6 22 (43) 

WB PM 11.1 6.8 4.3 39 (26) 

I-75 to I-85 (Overall) 

Existing EB AM 19.5 12.1 7.4 39 (26) 
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Year/Condition 
Direction 
of Traffic 

Average 
Travel 

Time1 (min) 

Travel 
Time at 
Typical 
Posted 
Speed2 
(min) 

Difference 
in Travel 

Time 
(Average - 

Typical 
Posted 
Speed) 
(min) 

Average 
Travel 
Speed 
(mph) 

Difference 
in Speed 
(Average 
- Typical 
Posted 

Speed3) 
(mph)4 

WB AM 21.9 12.3 9.6 36 (29) 

EB PM 23.1 12.1 11.0 34 (31) 

WB PM 21.8 12.3 9.5 35 (30) 

No-Build  

2040 

EB AM 23.4 12.4 11.0 33 (32) 

WB AM 30.5 12.8 17.7 30 (35) 

EB PM 34.5 12.4 22.1 25 (40) 

WB PM 28.9 12.8 16.1 30 (35) 

Build 

2040 

EB AM 21.0 12.4 8.6 36 (29) 

WB AM 27.5 12.8 14.7 32 (33) 

EB PM 30.9 12.4 18.5 27 (38) 

WB PM 25.6 12.8 12.8 33 (32) 

Source: ARC Travel Demand Model for MMIP Projects 

WB = Westbound; EB = Eastbound, AM Peak: 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m./PM Peak: 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

Note: 2015 travel time data is presented from the ARC TDM, the year of the existing condition developed into the model. The future 
No-Build condition includes the 2040 population and employment estimates developed by ARC and all future transportation 
projects included in the RTP except for the 1-285 Top End Express Lanes. Congested travel times based on ARC Travel Demand 
Model estimated travel speeds during peak periods.  

1. ARC Model data represents typical posted speeds for AM and PM 4-hour peak periods and does not explicitly model variable 
posted speeds within each peak period but does reflect congestion and impact on travel times   

2. During periods of heavy congestion lower variable posted speeds may be in effect    

3. Typical posted speed is 65 mph 

4. ( ) Indicates negative number 

 

Express lane users can expect to have more consistent travel times and higher average speeds (as compared to GP 
lane users) during peak travel periods in either direction, as shown by the estimated travel times and speeds for 
EL users in Exhibit A-2. While not a purpose of the ELs, GP users could experience improved travel times based 
on the reduction in volumes. For example, EL users can expect a peak period trip between I-75 and I-85 to take 
approximately 12 minutes based on the future conditions. By comparison, GP users can expect their trip time in 
the future year to decrease from a current travel time between 23 to 35 minutes without the ELs to a shorter travel 
time of 21 to 31 minutes with the ELs.  
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EXHIBIT A-2: I-285 EXPRESS LANES TRAVEL TIMES AND SPEEDS BETWEEN I-75 AND I-85, 2040 
BUILD CONDITION 

Direction 
of Traffic 

Average 
Travel 
Time1 
(min) 

Travel 
Time at 
Typical 
Posted 
Speed2 
(min) 

Difference 
in Travel 

Time 
(Average 
- Typical 
Posted 
Speed) 
(min) 

Average 
Travel 
Speed 
(mph) 

Difference 
in Speed 

(Average - 
Typical 
Posted 

Speed3) 
(mph)4 

I-75 to SR 400 

EB AM 5.6 5.3 0.3 61 (4) 

WB AM 5.8 5.6 0.2 62 (3) 

EB PM 5.6 5.3 0.3 61 (4) 

WB PM 6.0 5.6 0.4 60 (5) 

SR 400 to I-85 

EB AM 6.1 6.0 0.1 63 (2) 

WB AM 5.9 5.2 0.7 57 (8) 

EB PM 6.9 6.0 0.9 57 (8) 

WB PM 5.3 5.2 0.1 63 (2) 

I-75 to I-85 (Overall) 

EB AM 11.7 11.3 0.4 62 (3) 

WB AM 11.7 10.8 0.9 57 (8) 

EB PM 12.5 11.3 1.2 59 (6) 

WB PM 11.3 10.8 0.5 63 (2) 

 

As shown in Exhibit A-3, peak congestion in GP lanes is reduced with the inclusion of ELs. Between I-75 and SR 
400, travel times in GP lanes are reduced by 14 to 15 percent in the more congested direction (eastbound AM, 
westbound PM). Between SR 400 and I-85, travel times in GP lanes are reduced by 13 percent in the more 
congestion direction (westbound AM, eastbound PM). Overall, GP lane users would experience a 10 to 11 percent 
reduction in travel time to complete a trip through the entire corridor. 
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EXHIBIT A-3: PERCENT DECREASE IN AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME OF GP LANES IN 2040 BUILD 
COMPARED TO NO-BUILD CONDITIONS 

 

Direction of 
Traffic 

Percent Decrease 
in Average Travel 
Time of GP Lanes 
Compared to No-

Build 
I-75 to SR 400 

EB AM 14% 

WB AM 5% 

EB PM 4% 

WB PM 15% 

SR 400 to I-85 

EB AM 6% 

WB AM 13% 

EB PM 13% 

WB PM 6% 

I-75 to I-85 (Overall) 

EB AM 10% 

WB AM 10% 

EB PM 11% 

WB PM 11% 

 

One metric to measure regional accessibility is a “travel shed.” A travel shed is the area that can be reached to or 
from a point in a given amount of time. Travel sheds provide an effective visual to represent how the geographic 
range of commuters increases or decreases within a certain time of commuting. The smaller the boundary on a 
travel shed map, the fewer the workers who can reach a given point within a preset commute time.  

A typical measure of regional accessibility for commuting trips is 45 minutes, which is used by ARC in its 
performance measures for congestion management. The ARC Congestion Management Plan includes measures 
defined as “worker access to employment centers within 45 minutes by car” and “by transit.” In addition, ARC 
uses the 45-minute commute in its MLSP as a system measure of performance. The MLSP estimated the EL 
system would increase the number of workers within a 45-minute commute by 196 percent.  

Perimeter Center was used as a point of comparison for travel sheds due to its central location in the project 
corridor. The Perimeter Center and adjacent developments make up one of the largest metro Atlanta centers for 
employment, retail, and commercial activity. It features the Perimeter Mall retail and dining district and more than 
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5,000 businesses within a few miles of the center, creating weekday trip generation along the I-285 top end 
corridor for more than 123,000 employees29.  

Travel sheds for Perimeter Center were generated for the AM and PM peak periods using the ARC TDM model 
for the existing network and future No-Build and Build networks. The only distinction between the No-Build and 
Build model networks is the addition of ELs in the project study limits. In the No-Build travel shed calculations, 
travelers still have access to other parts of the EL network. The Build condition travel shed calculations add the 
incremental effects of the I-285 top end ELs for GP and EL users. For the Build networks, separate travel sheds 
were built for travelers that choose to use GP lanes through the project corridor versus the new EL lanes. Exhibits 
A-4 to A-7 provide the geographical limitations of travelers within a 45-minute commute distance of Perimeter 
Center under existing and future conditions. 

Exhibit A-4 presents the travel sheds for the Existing (grey shaded area) and 2040 No-Build (red outline) 
scenarios for the AM peak period for trips going to Perimeter Center. In 2015, more commuters to the south and 
east of the Atlanta metro can reach Perimeter Center within 45 minutes.  In the 2040 No-Build scenario, these 
areas are reduced, but projects along I-75 and SR 400 improve the reach to the Perimeter Center from those 
corridors to the north.  

Exhibit A-5 presents the travel sheds for the Existing (grey shaded area) and 2040 No-Build (red outline) 
scenarios for the PM peak period coming from Perimeter Center. While the No-Build travel sheds for AM in 
existing and future conditions are very similar, the PM travel sheds present a much different picture.  Except for 
the I-75 and SR 400 corridors to the north, the future travel shed is diminished to a point that only half of the I-
285 loop is accessible in the 2040 No-Build PM peak scenario.  The travel sheds show that PM peak period 
congestion in the No-Build condition greatly reduces the ability of residents to travel to and through the I-285 top 
end corridor. 

Exhibit A-6 presents the travel sheds for the 2040 No-Build (grey shaded area) and Build (teal/orange outline) 
scenarios for the AM peak period for trips going to Perimeter Center.  The teal outline represents travelers who 
choose to utilize the GP lanes within the project corridor.  The travel shed for GP lanes in the Build condition is 
slightly larger than the No-Build scenario, indicating that the addition of ELs has not adversely impacted GP 
accessibility.  The travel shed for the ELs in the Build condition extend far beyond the No-Build scenario, and 
although not presented on this exhibit, beyond the existing conditions.  EL users have the ability to travel from 
much farther distances to access Perimeter Center in the AM peak period.   

Exhibit A-7 presents the travel sheds for the 2040 No-Build (grey shaded area) and Build (teal/orange outline) 
scenarios for the PM peak period for trips coming from Perimeter Center.  The teal outline represents travelers 
who choose to utilize the GP lanes within the project corridor.  The travel shed for GP lanes in the Build condition 
is larger than the No-Build scenario, indicating that the addition of ELs has improved GP accessibility through the 
project area.  Like the AM peak period, the travel shed for the ELs in the Build condition extend far beyond the 
No-Build scenario, and although not presented on this exhibit, beyond the existing conditions.   

                                                      
29 Perimeter Community Improvement District, Website, October 2019. Accessed: https://perimetercid.org/about/. 

https://perimetercid.org/about/
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EXHIBIT A-4: EXISTING AND 2040 NO-BUILD TRAVEL SHEDS (WITHIN 45 MINUTES TO PERIMETER 
DURING AM PEAK PERIOD) 
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EXHIBIT A-5: EXISTING AND 2040 NO-BUILD TRAVEL SHEDS (WITHIN 45 MINUTES FROM 
PERIMETER DURING PM PEAK PERIOD) 
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EXHIBIT A-6: 2040 NO-BUILD AND BUILD TRAVEL SHEDS (WITHIN 45 MINUTES TO PERIMETER 
DURING AM PEAK PERIOD) 
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EXHIBIT A-7: 2040 NO-BUILD AND BUILD TRAVEL SHEDS (WITHIN 45 MINUTES FROM PERIMETER 
DURING PM PEAK PERIOD) 
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